This paper proposes a novel framework for enhancing underwater images captured by optical imaging model and non-local means denoising. The proposed approach adjusts the color balance using biasness correction and the average luminance. Scene visibility is then enhanced based on an underwater optical imaging model. The increase in noise in the enhanced images is alleviated by non-local means (NLM) denoising. The final enhanced images are characterized by improved visibility while retaining color fidelity and reducing noise. The proposed method does not require specialized hardware nor prior knowledge of the underwater environment.
Introduction
Optical sensors mounted on underwater digital camera masks (UDCMs) or unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) to capture images are used for many scuba-diving activities, including recreation, the inspection of sea animals/plants, seabed exploration, searching for wrecks, and exploration for natural resources. These images consist of a variety of features, including color, texture, and surface reflectance, and deliver a far greater amount of information compared to other underwater sensor modalities such as acoustics. However, underwater images directly captured from optical sensors have low visibility and reduced color because the scene radiance is scattered or attenuated by light that is reflected and deflected multiple times by particles present in the water. There have been a number of techniques developed to enhance the quality of underwater images [1] - [5] . Also, a number of techniques for color correction have been developed and studied [16] - [21] . Due to their effectiveness, some of these methods have become an integral part of consumer and computational photography and computer vision. For example, Schechner and Karpel proposed boosting scene radiance with polarization analysis [1] . They proved that the majority of the degradation is associated with the partial polarization of light. By exploiting this characteristic, they recovered the scene radiance by estimating a distance map using a pair of images taken through a polarizer at different orientations. However, although their method removes Manuscript received December 8, 2016 . Manuscript revised March 9, 2017 . Manuscript publicized April 7, 2017 . † The authors are with the Dept. of Visual Information Processing, Korea University, Seoul, Korea.
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a) E-mail: hsko@korea.ac.kr DOI: 10.1587/transinf.2016EDP7486 the scattering effects, it is not easy to acquire images with the best and worst polarization states from the same scene. Finlayson et al. proposed the white balancing method based on Shades-of-Grey [19] . They computed illumination of the scene for each channel using Minkowski p-norm. For p = 1, this expression is a particular case of the Gray-World [21] while for p = ∞ it approximates the White-Patch hypothesis [21] . Weijer et al. proposed the Grey-Edge hypothesis which extends the p-th Minkowski form [20] . Recently, single underwater image enhancement methods have been introduced due to their many practical realworld applications [6] - [14] , [29] , [30] . For example, Ancuti et al. proposed a method for enhancing underwater images using fusion [7] , [12] . They derive the two inputs (color corrected image and contrast enhanced image) from original degraded image. Then, these two inputs are combined by four weight maps which are Laplacian contrast, local contrast and saliency, exposedness. Although it performs well in general, their method is limited to color images and is not effective if non-homogeneous haze layers are present. Fattal et al. proposed an underwater image dehazing method using albedo of the scene [29] . They estimated the transmitted object radiance using statistical independence between shading and albedo. However, this method requires sufficient color information and its performance greatly depends on the statistical information of the input image. Chiang proposed an underwater enhancement algorithm based on wavelength compensation and image dehazing (WCID) [6] . A hazy image formation model was modified to suit underwater environments with the addition of wavelength compensation using a normalized residual energy ratio. They estimated the transmittance of the objects within a scene using the dark channel prior (DCP), which derives from the statistics of haze-free images [15] . However, their method does not effectively enhance underwater images because some images do not coincide with the derived statistics of the DCP. Lu et al. proposed a method for enhancing underwater image using guided trigonometric bilateral filter and fast automatic color correction [9] . They estimated the transmittance using red color channel after α ACE-based color correction. Then, transmittance is refined by guided trigonometric bilateral filters. However, their method also encountered same limitation of Chiang's method since they estimated the transmittance using DCP. Carlevaris-Bianco proposed an underwater image dehazing method [30] . They estimated the transmittance based on the difference in attenuation among the different color channels. Then, scene radiance was recovered In this paper, a novel framework for enhancing underwater images is proposed based on a single image. First, the proposed framework corrects the shifted color. The scattering effect is then removed based on an underwater optical imaging model. This de-scattered image is then further enhanced by removing some of the undesired noise using nonlocal means (NLM).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the underwater optical imaging model. In Sect. 3, the process for the proposed framework is detailed. In Sect. 4, representative results are provided to validate the performance of the proposed method and to compare it with existing methods. Section 5 concludes this work and discusses future research.
Underwater Optical Imaging Model
Underwater images are generally characterized by poor visibility because the light present in a given scene has been attenuated due to absorption and scattering, resulting in low contrast and haziness. As shown in Fig. 1 , the radiance acquired by an optical sensor can be modeled as the sum of the following two terms.
where x is the spatial location and c ∈ {r, g, b}. R c (x) and B c (x) are the scene radiance and the background light, respectively. t(x) is the transmittance describing the fraction of the light along the line of sight (LOS). β is the attenuation coefficient and d(x) is the distance to the object. R c (x)t(x) is the direct attenuation term and B c (x)(1 − t(x)) is veiling light originating from ambient illumination sources. Note that, as transmittance t becomes smaller, the veiling light becomes more intense in the underwater image. By estimating the background light and transmittance, the scene radiance can be restored as follows:
Fig. 1 Underwater image modeling

Proposed Approach
The proposed method is composed of three steps as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Underwater images generally display a shift in color due to the fact that different wavelengths vary in attenuation. Therefore, color correction should be applied first. Following this, the scene radiance can then be recovered by estimating the essential parameters (background light and transmittance) based on an underwater image model. Lastly, the noise that remains in the image after recovering the scene radiance is removed using a patchbased nonlocal means (NLM) filter.
Color Correction
Underwater images are prone to shifts in color due to differences in the scattering and absorption of different wavelengths of light [6] . Most underwater images tend to be green or blue because green and blue light can travel the longest distances through water due to their short wavelength [6] . This phenomenon may result in color distortion during the scene radiance restoration process. Therefore, it is customary for underwater images to be color corrected before the scene radiance is restored. A number of techniques for color correction have been developed and studied [16] - [21] . Ancuti et al. optimized the approach of Finlayson and Trezzi [19] for underwater environments by estimating illumination from the average of the gray-scaled image and adjusting parameter [7] . Although their method provides images with well-balanced color for most underwater scenes, color distortion can still be observed, as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . To more accurately correct the color balance, we adjust the color shifting using the biasness correction and the average of a gray-scaled image as follows.
where, G(x) and G mean are the gray-scaled input image and its mean value, respectively. P c (x) and P c mean are the biasness corrected image and its mean value in the c ∈ {r, g, b} channel. α is the biasness correction parameter, with the range [0, 1]. Generally, it is observed that a default value of 0.7 yields visually pleasing results. For color accuracy test quantitatively, we used the CNM (Color Naturalness Metric) [32] which is used as measurement of similarity between Fig. 2 Overall framework of the proposed underwater image enhancement. the ground truth and the processed image. As the CNM index gets closer to one, the processed image becomes similar to the ground truth. Figure 3 shows a comparison result with conventional one. The score of the proposed method is greater than that of the conventional one, implying that the result of the proposed method is more similar to that of the ground truth. Figure 4 shows the qualitative comparison results with conventional one. The proposed color-correction strategy is able to adjust the color cast effectively with white balanced colors, while also producing a visually natural appearance, as shown in Fig. 4 (c).
Recovering Scene Radiance
After color correction, the background light and transmittance should be estimated to recover the scene radiance. The background light is usually assumed to be globally constant [1] if there is a single illumination source. However, we assume that the background light is locally constant and the brightest intensity in a local region is the background light of that region because there may be artificial light sources in a real-world environment. Therefore, we divide the input image into a grid of squares and choose the brightest pixel in each region.
Once the background light is estimated, the scene ra- Fig. 4 Comparison of color correction with conventional approach [7] .
diance can be recovered by optimizing with respect to the transmittance from (3). In this paper, weighted entropy is adopted as the optimizing criterion. Image entropy, which has proven to be a powerful tool in image processing, is a statistical measure of randomness that can be used to characterize the texture of an image [22] . Weighted entropy is defined as follows [23] :
where w(k) is the weight and p(k) is the corresponding probability. By exploiting weighted entropy, an objective function for optimizing transmittance is designed with conditional probability as follows: δ(
where k is the lightness of Lch color space [31] , which ranges from 0 to 100. g i (t) is the number of pixels that have lightness i, and N is the number of pixels in the image. μ L is the mean lightness of the input image. σ 2 s is the control parameter for brightness consistency. R h (x|t) and R L (x|t) are the hue and lightness channel of the recovered image, respectively, given transmittance t. λ is the threshold for the difference in hue. The weight consists of three terms. The first term φ(t) is the ratio of pixels whose difference in hue is within λ. The second term γ(t) is the ratio of pixels within the valid range of R L (x|t) because the scene radiance may have underflow and overflow values when (I c (x) − B c (x)) in (3) is divided by a small value for transmittance as shown in Fig. 5 .
is the weight to preserve input brightness. The optimal transmittance is estimated by maximizing the objective function as follows:
The minimum transmittance is set to 0.01 to prevent division by zero in (3) when we calculate the scene radiance. Figure 6 (a) presents the variation in entropy and weighted entropy for (7) . Figure 6 (c) and (d) display recovered images using transmittance-maximizing entropy and weighted entropy, respectively. In this example, when t is smaller than 0.3, f ob ject (t) is almost zero since the most of pixels are in invalid range as depicted in Fig. 5, i. e., γ(x|t) ≈ 0. Then, when t becomes about 0.4, f ob ject (t) is increased since the brightness is getting similar to the input image and the truncation error is getting smaller. That is, as the truncation values are decreased, γ(x|t) in (9) is increased since the more pixels are in valid range. f ob ject (t) starts to decrease when t approaches to 1. This is because the degree of dehazing operation gets smaller in (3), i.e., R c (x) ≈ I c (x). Note that the entropy of hazy image is smaller than that of haze-free image at same scene. Thus the resultant f ob ject (t) has a concave shape as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and the optimal transmittance can be determined by maximizing f ob ject (t) roughly about 0.4 in this example. Figure 6 (d) presents the recovered scene radiance using this value. However, since entropy is only a distribution measure and does not consider truncation error or dissimilarity between input and recovered scene radiance, estimated transmittance may lead to unnatural result as shown in Fig. 6 (c) .
Because the values for transmittance in underwater images are non-homogeneous and vary in space [6] , [9] , [11] , local optimal transmittance is estimated in each of the nonoverlapped sub-block regions as follows:
wheret block m is the m-th sub-block, which is set by a predetermined block size from the input image. We set the block size at 30 × 30 in this paper. If the block size is too large or too small, the estimated transmittance is likely to be inaccurate. More specifically, if the blocks are too large, they may encompass regions that have different transmittance values. In contrast, if the block is too small, estimated transmittance may not be exact due to an insufficient number of pixels. Figure 7 shows examples of recovered results using different block sizes. The image size is 450 × 300. Figure 7 (c) and (d) are the estimated transmittance and recovered scene radiance, respectively, with respect to 15 × 15 block size. There are some excessively dark regions due to the inexact transmission as shown in red rectangle of Fig. 7 (d) . This example shows that an insufficient number of pixels result in inaccurate transmission estimation. In Fig. 7 (f) and (h), the block sizes are 30 × 30 and 50 × 50, respectively. The recovered results appear more natural than those in Fig. 7 (d) . This shows that the proposed method works well for sufficiently large block size. However, recovered image using block size of 50×50 seems to be slightly hazier than those in in Fig. 7 (f) (see the red rectangle of Fig. 7 (h) ), but the difference is small. We believe this is due to those with larger block size may encompass regions that have different trans- mittance values. As mentioned earlier, the minimum transmittance value is set to 0.01 to prevent division by zero. Figure 8 (e) shows the estimated transmittance values for each block from (15) .
However, because the background light and transmittance are estimated using the sub-block regions, block artifacts and halo effects may occur during the scene radiance recovery process. Thus, the refinement of these parameters is necessary, as depicted in Fig. 8 (c) and (e). Representative refinement filters include bilateral filters [24] , soft matting [25] , guided filters [26] and weighted least squares (WLS) filters [27] . We choose a guided filter here for its computational efficiency and its ability to remove the halo effect. Figure 8 (d) and (f) present the refined background light and transmittance, respectively.
Non-Local Means Denoising
Due to impurities and special illumination conditions, underwater images are inherently noisy and this noise can be exaggerated when recovering the scene radiance. To alleviate this noise magnification issue, an effective spatial filter is applied to smooth the remaining noise. Non-local means is a promising approach to image denoising [28] because of its superior edge preserving performance when compared to conventional local means methods such as Gaussian smoothing. Patches extracted from a pre-determined search window within the restored scene radiance image are averaged with similarity measured as a decreasing function of weighted Euclidean distance. However, noise far from the sensor in an underwater image will appear to be more amplified in a local region than noise close to the sensor because (3) is divided by a smaller transmittance. Therefore, the transmittance t(x) is utilized as a weighting factor for the NLM estimates in our proposal. The final enhanced underwater image is thus obtained as follows:
where R L (x) is the lightness channel of the scene radiance at pixel position x. Ω(x) is a local patch centered at x, and P y denotes an operator for extracting a patch with its center pixel at y. G is the normalizing constant, σ 2 n is the parameter that controls the amount of smoothing. To reduce computation complexity, the number of similar patches that contribute to NLM estimates is limited to a certain level (in this paper, not greater than 25). As shown in Fig. 9 , the proposed denoising filter can effectively remove noise from de-scattered scene radiance images while preserving major edges. 
Experimental Results
Experimental Setup
To validate the performance of the proposed method, real Figure 10 presents the results of the proposed method. As shown, the proposed approach enhanced the visibility of the underwater images without color distortion while preserving enhanced edges and detail.
Results
The performance of the proposed method was com- Table 1 Processing time comparison with conventional works pared with other conventional methods. Figure 11 displays comparisons with Fattal's [29] and Carlevaris-Bianco's [30] approaches. Although Fattal effectively removes scattering, the overall tint of the image is bluish because Fattal does not consider the color shift. Carlevaris-Bianco provides better results for the background than Fattal for the fish image. However, there are some overly bright regions in the background as shown in red rectangles in Fig. 11 (c) . As shown in Fig. 11 (d) , the proposed method removes haze effect appropriately on the entire region without overly bright areas since the weight term of entropy controls brightness not to exceed that of input brightness. Figure 12 represents a comparison with Lu's [9] and Chiang's [6] methods. Although Lu's method contains over-saturated region and color distortion as indicated by red rectangle in Fig. 12 (b) , the proposed method enhances visibility without unpleasing artifacts since first and third term of w(k|t) regulate these artifacts. Chiang's result removes haze effect properly, but entire color is yellowish. As shown in Fig. 12 (c) , the proposed method produces more distinct detail with corrected color. Figure 13 presents a comparison with Ancuti's method [7] . Even though Ancuti provides good performance in the region close to the sensor, there are some saturated region and residual haze effect on the background region (see the leg of the scuba diver in the first row, and the submerged rock in the third rows). On closer inspection, the proposed method is shown to remove e haze effect more distinctly without saturated region.
We compared computational requirement of the proposed method to other prominent methods [6] , [29] with respect to various image size as shown in Table 1 . For large images such as 1600 × 1200, Chiang's approach [6] took about 400 sec, whereas Fattal [29] and proposed method took about 182.2 and 152.5 sec respectively to process the same image as shown in Table 1 .
Conclusions
In this paper, an effective framework was proposed to enhance underwater images. The proposed approach adjusted the white balance using a biasness correction parameter and statistical information. Background light was estimated using local maxima and the optimal transmittance was estimated by maximizing the proposed objective function, which follows weighted entropy. Finally, noise was reduced using NLM denoising. The proposed method was validated using real data and found to be appropriate for application in consumer electronic products such as "UDCMs" for recreational scuba-diving and "UUVs" for analyzing underwater environments.
